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Much contemporary work in the anthropology of news media can be understood as
a special sort of commodity chain analysis. Although when broadly construed the
anthropology of news media investigates social worlds oriented to and influenced by
the production, circulation, and consumption of news media texts, the vast majority of
news media ethnographies focus on journalists and examine the professional labors
and institutional mediations that constitute newsmaking (see Bird 2010). News, how-
ever, is not like the stereotypical retail commodity. Compared to other commodities,
news is produced differently, consumed differently, and bound by very different
standards and temporalities of use and value. On another level, newsmaking inter-
sects with and reflects historically specific regimes of truth, knowledge production,
citizenship, and mass publicity. Anthropological investigations of news production, at
their best, thus serve to elucidate political formations and the ideologies of knowledge
on which they rest.

In this review essay, I consider three recent entries into the anthropology of news
media: Dominic Boyer’s The Life Informatic: Newsmaking in the Digital Era (2013),
Amahl A. Bishara’s Back Stories: US News Production and Palestinian Politics
(2012), and Colleen Cotter’s News Talk: Investigating the Language of Journalism
(2010). These books continue the subdiscipline’s focus on journalists and journal-
ism to explore the complex and changing conditions and procedures of mainstream
news production. Moreover, they offer insight into how standards for journalistic
practice—such as accuracy, originality and objectivity—can articulate with broader
social categories to shape not only the content of news commodities but also be-
longing and difference within late liberal political landscapes. Taken together, they
amount to a fascinating, ethnographic exposé of liberal ideologies of mass commu-
nication and of how news media and news media technologies condition forms of
political and social reasoning and even affect the material circumstances under which
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people live. After discussing each work independently, I will conclude by developing
further the collective significance of these works for the anthropology of news media.

Dominic Boyer’s The Life Informatic presents ethnographic accounts of three dif-
ferent German newsrooms—at a news agency, an online news portal, and a re-
gional public radio station—to examine how digital communication technologies
have altered contemporary journalism and the news product. Chapter 1 on the news
agency highlights the ascendance of what he terms screenwork (that is, office-based,
computer-dependent labor) and the new temporalities of labor that this work responds
to and enables. Chapter 2 on the online news portal addresses the challenge that news
organizations face to add value to news products at a time when online news aggre-
gators have rendered basic news coverage ubiquitous. Here Boyer analyzes how the
figure of the consumer is institutionalized in journalists’ practice of evaluating news
stories’ success, in updating coverage, and in rationalizing their own contributions
to news production. In his third chapter on the regional public radio broadcaster, he
examines how journalists see the vocational aspect of their profession—to inform and
educate the citizenry—to have transformed in this new and rapidly changing media
context. Throughout, Boyer offers ethnographically rich accounts of how journalists
grapple with their own changing sense of agency—or the lack thereof—in these new
working conditions.

These ethnographic chapters constitute careful and insightful dispatches from a
rapidly neoliberalizing profession where old practices, norms, and standards are
being remade as technologies, audiences, and financial models change. Boyer sees
the era of relatively centralized, hub-to-spoke “radial messaging” (p. 127) in mass
communication—epitomized by concentrations of major media networks—being
eclipsed by pluricentric, bi-directional, point-to-point “lateral messaging” (p. 127).
Examples of lateral messaging can include social media but also include rescaled and
reformatted news outlets that are increasingly attuned to user experience and inter-
action. News organizations affected by this shift, he suspects, will have to adapt their
business models, their communication strategies, and their newsmaking methods to
incorporate the technologies and opportunities of an increasingly lateralist media
landscape.

Boyer contends that such shifts in the field of journalism will affect how anthro-
pologists go about studying news media. In line with scholarship on so-called con-
vergence culture, he emphasizes how the decline of radial messaging has “rendered
epistemic distinctions between terms like ‘production’ and ‘reception’—radialist
categories at their core—increasingly hazy” (p. 129). Here Boyer gestures to a yet
uncompleted anthropology of media interaction that would go beyond the produc-
tion/reception binary. In addition, he urges scholars of news media to reckon with
the mutual reinforcement between technologies of lateral messaging with neoliberal
understandings of the self as autological (see Povinelli 2006), that is, as autonomous
and self-generating. This argument foregrounds how media technologies can become
in certain contexts integrally intertwined with social categories of the person in ways
that can help redefine commonsense experience.
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The Life Informatic, however, ends with an argument on the hidden legacies of
digital reason, those “companion modes of thinking and understanding that have
been shaped by experiential encounters with institutions, environments, and practical
engagements of electronic computation” (p. 153), within anthropological theory. As
Boyer sees it, postwar theories of culture and society often unwittingly drew on
computational models from information theory and cybernetics to explain human
behavior and institutions. Furthermore, Boyer finds the imprint of digital reason on
the poststructuralist theories of unbounded systems that saturate so much current
anthropological writing. Hence, he links the ascendance of Foucault and Deleuze
in anthropology to how they “struggled to think through digital ecologies before
they were normatively accessible” (p. 171). Boyer thus asks anthropologists to be
reflexive about the potentially unexpected genealogies of their own theoretical tool-
kit. Here Boyer sees an opportunity to clear new theoretical positions beyond those
with a digital stamp, from which anthropologists might understand and analyze social
worlds.

Timely and original, Boyer’s book deserves commendation both for its ground-
breaking and insightful analysis of the digital-age journalism and for the important
questions it raises about anthropology’s blindness to its own digital thinking. The
Life Informatic is one of the very first ethnographies to detail and mediate on how
changing technologies are reworking journalism. However, Boyer foregoes the op-
portunity to discuss how the rise of lateral messaging and autological dispositions
will affect political formations more broadly. On a different level, the book’s account
of the popularity of poststructuralism in anthropology is also mute on politics. In
contrast, I recalled Renato Rosaldo’s (1989) account of how a world moved by civil
rights, anticolonial struggle, feminism, antiwar protests, and other liberation move-
ments forced anthropology into new modes of analysis and engagement—attention
to difference, conflict, and contradiction—in order to remain relevant. In information
theory, politics might be but noise that obscures the informational signal, but this
reviewer wished to hear more such cacophony in The Life Informatic.

Back Stories, by Amahl Bishara, couples an impressive ethnography focused on
Palestinian journalists in the Occupied Territories with a brilliant mediation on the
principles of liberal news media and their political consequences. As the author
pithily summarizes in the book’s conclusion, “This book asks us to broaden our
understanding of the basic conditions required to create spaces of free expression”
(p. 254). Chapter after chapter, Bishara mounts this interrogation by demonstrating
how the concepts and norms that undergird liberal institutions of the media (such as
balance, distance, neutrality) come undone when examined from the point of view
of a people under military occupation, in this case, Palestinian journalists during
the Second Intifada. Bishara’s book thus stands as a critical analysis of the political
presuppositions and semiotic ideologies underlying notions of free speech as well
as moving study of the violence, both material and symbolic, that defines life under
police and military regimes in an era of the 24-hour news cycle.

The first four chapters of the book focus on the experiences of several Palestinian
journalists who work as fixers, that is, as local liaisons, for American and European
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journalists, who come to cover Palestinian issues. Each chapter dwells on the work
of Palestinian journalists within international news production and the practices,
assumptions, and concepts that function to minimize that work in a broader public
sphere on Israel-Palestine. As Bishara repeatedly shows, although these journalists’
contribution is usually invisible within the finished news commodity, the production
of international news from the Occupied Territories depends on their professional
expertise and physical labor.

Chapter 1 accomplishes this by revealing how the value placed on supposed balanced
objectivity in mainstream American journalism functions to misrepresent the power
asymmetries inherent to occupation, especially, but not only, by orienting American
journalists toward official state discourse. In this context, Palestinian journalists are
often pigeonholed as local guides and informants, even though as Bishara shows,
these Palestinian fixers contribute to international news texts in significant ways. In
doing so, she suggest that attention to the “accumulated authorship” (p. 57) of news,
that is, the collaboration and multivocality inherent to news, could offer a different
model of news production compared to balanced objectivity and its hierarchies of
knowledge. Chapters 2 and 3 each examine the relationship between free speech and
a coercive state apparatus. While liberal theory views these two things as antithetical,
in chapter 2, Bishara documents how an Israeli state politics of closure and state
discourse of security functioned to construe Palestinian speech as a threatening form
of incitement in contrast to the calm reason of state speech. The ability to deliberate
what is free speech and what is violent incitement, Bishara describes: “relies on
the wielding of social or political power” (p. 90). Chapter 3 on the social role of
the journalist in Palestinian politics presents an ethnographic deconstruction of the
concept of disinterested speech. As Bishara argues “disinterest is only conceivable if
there is a space outside of the political realm” (p. 110). Under occupation, however,
few dimensions of one’s life remain untouched by politics. In contrast to the values
of detachment celebrated by liberal theories of the press, in chapter 4 Bishara details
Palestinian journalists’ “skills of proximity” (p. 139), that is, the embodied tactics they
used to navigate the material constraints of the occupation. As Bishara argues, these
embodied skills are crucial to understanding events, but undervalued by journalism’s
professional claims to knowledge production.

The final two chapters in the book look more closely at how Palestinians in the
Occupied Territories reacted to constant international journalistic attention. Chapter
5 examines the different ways in which the separation barrier could figure into
Palestinian performances for international media in order to question the liberal
model of publicity that assumes publics are constituted by shared orientations to texts.
Chapter 6 considers the representational politics at play during Yasser Arafat’s funeral
in Ramallah and the confusion of normative state and media roles in representing
the people. Here Bishara describes the breakdown of a liberal political ethics, which
asserts that states should not engage in journalistic representation and that journalists
should not engage in political representation. The chapter asks, when this ethics of
representation fails to describe actual norms, then what is it accomplishing?
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As an ethnography of news media, Back Stories powerfully demonstrates how the
processes by which news is made intersect with and even constitute larger political
processes. Bishara goes beyond the now conventional argument that news texts and
news production are inherently ideological to explore how the idea of objective news
coverage functions to reproduce normative state forms and to maintain hierarchies that
determine how one can participate within international news publics. This analysis
of who can participate in news coverage is not only true for professional journalists,
Palestinian or otherwise. As Bishara writes in the book’s conclusion “while it has
been widely recognized that our lives as consumers, tourists, and other kinds of thrill-
seekers deepens on global flows of money, labor and commodities, it is less widely
acknowledged that our lives as citizens and thinkers depend on these global flows as
well” (p. 256). Her investigation of news production during the Second Intifada thus
amounts to an impressive inquiry of the labor and exclusions that condition liberal
politics. In my mind, news media anthropology has never felt more relevant.

In this regard, Back Stories makes for a powerful complement to Boyer’s argument
by foregrounding the underlying political economy of journalism, even in the digital
age. While radial models of news messaging that support the hierarchy between
correspondents and fixers may be coming undone, it seems unlikely to me that the
lateral messaging revolution will significantly shift the hierarchies of knowledge that
make Palestinian journalists so central to international news production but virtually
unrepresentable within it. Thus, if Boyer draws readers’ attention to the increasing
neoliberalization of news media in the digital era, Bishara underscores how the
autological projects assumed and enabled by digital media are not accessible to all,
especially those living under occupation.

Coleen Cotter’s News Talk is a sociolinguistic analysis of the process of produc-
ing news stories that draws on ethnographic research among American and British
journalists. Cotter rightly points out that the interactions and linguistic practices of
newsrooms and newsmaking have been under-examined in the critical literature on
news media. She fills an important void with her comprehensive and careful analysis
of several different phases of journalistic news production in a classic newsroom
setting. Drawing on concepts from sociolinguistics and the ethnography of commu-
nication, she examines the relationship between the institutional and professional
norms of interaction in the typical newsroom and the nature of the texts produced
from such a context.

The book is divided into three parts. The first examines the overarching norms and
standards of news production in major US and UK newsrooms. Here Cotter elaborates
one of the central tenets of the book: that scholars should understand journalists as
constituting a discourse and interpretive community linked by shared notions of
journalism as a craft. The second part takes us deeper inside newsrooms to see the
interactions that bear on the production of news media texts, such as deliberations over
newsworthiness, the institution of the story meeting, and discussions of the audiences
imagined for journalism. The third section turns to how stories are constructed and
designed to conform to particular genre-conventions. As Cotter shows, there are
conventions governing the writing of a story lead and boilerplate summaries of the
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story’s background, and these conventions condense mainstream journalistic values
and norms of objectivity, neutrality, plain language, and balance. They also have
implications for what aspects of a story are framed as relevant to readers. In her
attention to detail throughout her analysis of phases of news production, Cotter
masterfully troubles the notion of a coherent, autonomous author yet also lays bare the
skill, training, textual conventions, and cultural assumptions behind the informative
voice from nowhere that is privileged in so much contemporary journalism. In doing
so, she provides a fascinating glimpse into the institutional and ideological mediations
that constitute classic American and British journalism.

Yet, for all the richness of Cotter’s study, its purview is limited to and takes mainstream
news organizations of the US and UK to be representative of journalistic practice.
Both Boyer’s and Bishara’s ethnographies throw into question the appropriateness of
this model for contemporary journalism. As Boyer argues, the rise of digital media
has thrown both journalistic practice and values into a period of flux and redefinition.
Bishara’s work, in turn, punctures the easy notion of the journalistic community,
pointing to the relationships and interactions discounted and erased in making the
news. The strength of Cotter’s book is its close analytic attention to the institutional
dynamics of particular mainstream newsrooms, but this is also a weakness in the face
of new scholarship and changing journalistic practice that challenge the norms and
sanctity of the institution.

Taken together, these three works demonstrate the fertile and varied work being done
within the anthropology of news media. Despite their diversity, however, they work
to establish one possible common object of investigation and theoretical elaboration
within news media ethnographies: the news process. Among the volumes reviewed
here, only Colleen Cotter defines the news process as a key term and she uses it
to refer to the “norms and routines of the community of news practitioners” (p. 4).
Within the scope of her project, Cotter does a fine job of explicating the process of
news production in the classic American and British newsroom. In different ways,
Dominic Boyer and Amahl Bishara are also concerned with the norms and routines of
news practitioners. The stories their analyses of process tell, however, are different.
They take us into the lifeworlds of neoliberal professions, the political ecology and
exclusions of free speech, and to the limits of anthropological theory.

Importantly, all three authors provide an ethnographic focus on news process that goes
beyond over-worn reliance on the production-reception problematic. As these works
show, reference to production and reception as an analytic framework has become
too compromised by detailed analyses of the complicated authorships (Bishara) and
messaging structures (Boyer) that now congeal within news texts. Attention to news
process orients researchers to different orderings of the social life of news media, ones
that do not necessarily privilege the authorial work of textual production as something
prior or autonomous from reception, but that instead reveal the histories, intertextual
connections, semiotic ideologies, and relationships that mediate and complicate news
production and its circulation. As the works discussed here show, this attention to
news process can lead anthropologists into a critical examination of the very basis of
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modern forms of communication and our own anthropological capacity to understand
them.
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